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Target
eSUN-Biz, one of the e-learning courses in the eSUN series, has been
developed and positioned for upper-intermediate and advanced
learners hoping to acquire business Japanese and understand
Japanese business culture in a virtual environment. All explanations,
tasks, and so forth use Japanese only, so it is important that the user
can read and type Japanese.
In eSUN-Biz the user assumes the role of Daniel Chen, an employee
of Fuji Shoji, a Japanese trading company. Daniel has recently
arrived at its Tokyo Headquarters from the company’s New York
branch office for a one-year training course (OJT), which gives him a
variety of experience in three different departments.
Each department presents Daniel with a different role, allowing the
user to learn a wide range of relevant language patterns.

Structure - 1
A total of 14 lessons in three departments
•International Electric Power Business Department
•Synthetic Resin Department
•Investment Management Department

Structure - 2
Initial Test / Final Test
When users start a unit for the first time they will be presented with a test (Initial
Test), which will be used later to gauge their progress.
Once users feel that they have internalized the unit’s vocabulary and satisfactorily
completed the tasks, then they may take the final exam. Initial Test and Final Test
scores are displayed for comparison.
Final Test scores will be recorded and can be viewed by the users and their
supervisors, if necessary.

Language management system

User test screen

3 Main Features
• 3D animation
Japanese is a relation-oriented language; it is extremely
important to determine the speaker’s relative position
because the speech style changes accordingly. 3D
animation helps the user grasp the situation immediately.

• Dictation & Summary
Japanese business persons are expected to type
and sum up information accurately. eSUN-Biz’s
writing exercises focus on fostering these skills.

• Quizzes
The Japanese language comprises a larger vocabulary; eSUN-Biz’s quiz is intended
to help the users expand their vocabulary and expressions while having fun.

Other Features
•
•
•
•
•

Original textbook
Role play
Tips on Japanese business culture
Fill-in-the-blank task
Synonym/antonym activities

Cultural tips

Role play

Vocabulary

Specifications
• Operating System
Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Vista (Ultimate Edition or
a Japanese Language version), Windows 7.

• Browser
Internet Explorer 6.0.2800.1106, Firefox Version 1.0.4 or greater

• Software
Matrix Engine: http://mxengine.net-dimension.com/eng/
JAVA plug-in

